M.A. in Spanish and Latin American Linguistic, Literary and Cultural Studies (32 points)

**Literary and Cultural Studies: Spain and Latin America**

**FALL 2015**

**Core Courses:**

- **SPAN-GA 9945 A Cultural History of Spain (4)**
  - I) *The Multicultural Middle Ages* Prof. M. Gómez Aranda
  - II) *Early Modern Bodies* Prof. J. Doménech
  - III) *Modernization and the City* Prof. M. López

- **SPAN-GA 9946 A Cultural History of Latin America (4)**
  - I) *Transculturation and Colonialism* Prof. L.E. Alcalá
  - II) *The Nation and Its Discontents* Prof. SM. Castillo
  - III) *Postmodernity, Mass Culture, and the Media* Prof. A. Figueroa

- **SPAN-GA 9825 Research Skills Workshop (2)** Prof. S. Gálvez

**Electives:**

- **SPAN-GA 9555 Introduction to Textual Criticism (4)** Prof. F. Layna
- **SPAN-GA 9990 The Power of Images in Spain and Its American Viceroyalties, 16th-18th centuries (4)** Prof. L.E. Alcalá

**SPRING 2016**

**Core Courses:**

- **SPAN-GA 9997 MA Thesis Seminar (2)** Prof. S. Gálvez
- **SPAN-GA 9893 MA Thesis (0 credits, graded P/F)** Individual thesis advisor

**Electives:**

- **SPAN-GA 9847 Photography in Spain and Latin America: A Critical History (4)** Prof. J. Doménech
- **SPAN-GA 9966 Literary Encounters: Jews, Christians, and Muslims in Medieval Spain (4)** Prof. M. Gómez Aranda
- **SPAN-GA 9967 Literature & Modernity in Latin America (4)** Prof. S. Gálvez
- **SPAN-GA 9976 Scenarios of Contemporary Spain (4)** Prof. M. López
Applied Linguistics: Spain and Latin America
FALL 2015

Core Courses:
SPAN-GA 9106  History, Geography, and Politics of the Spanish Language (4)
I)  Evolution of the Spanish Language  Prof. M. Camblor
II) Geographic Variations of Spanish  Prof. J. Pazó
III) Linguistic Politics and Policies  Prof. I. Molina

I)  Psycholinguistic and Sociolinguistic Approaches to the Study of Language  Prof. J.M. Igoa
II) Language Learning: How Languages are Learned and Taught  Prof. J. Amenós
III) Applied Linguistics for Translation Studies  Prof. J. Ortiz

SPAN-GA 9825  Research Skills Workshop (2)  Prof. J. Igoa

Electives:
SPAN-GA 9102  Theory and Practice of Translation (4)  Prof. J. Ortiz
SPAN-GA 9201  Teaching Spanish as a Foreign Language (4)  Prof. I. Pereira
SPAN-GA 9210  Spanish Lexicon and Morphosyntax (4)  Prof. J. Pazó

SPRING 2016

Core Courses:
SPAN-GA 9997  MA Thesis Seminar (2)  Prof. J. Igoa
SPAN-GA 9893  MA Thesis (0 credits, graded P/F)  Individual thesis advisor

Electives:
SPAN-GA 9105  Pragmatics and Second Language Acquisition and Instruction (4)  Prof. P. Gozalo
SPAN-GA 9208  Hispanic Dialectology and Sociolinguistics (4)  Prof. J. Pazó
SPAN-GA 9301  Translation of Literary, Legal, Medical, and Business Texts (4)  Prof. R. Castillo
SPAN-GA 9556  Applied Phonetics and Spoken Contemporary Spanish (4)  Prof. C. Bordón
M.A. in Teaching Spanish as a Foreign Language & TESOL

Fall 2015: NYU Madrid (12 units)

- FLGED-GE.9069 Teaching foreign language: theory and practice (3) Prof. I. Pereira
- SPAN-GA.9108 Stylistics and semantics of written Spanish (4) Prof. C. Bordón
- SPAN-GA.9203 Advanced workshop in contemporary Hispanic issues (4) Prof. M. López
- SPAN-GA.9890 Independent guided project I (1) Profs. I. Pereira and M. Camblor

Spring 2016: NYU Madrid (14 units)

- SPAN-GA.9202 Applied methodology for teaching Spanish as a foreign language (4) Prof. B. Inglés
- SPAN-GA.9208 Hispanic dialectology and sociolinguistics (4) Prof. J. Pazó
- SPAN-GA.9556 Applied phonetics & spoken contemporary Spanish (4) Prof. C. Bordón
- SPAN-GA 9891 Independent guided project II (2) Profs. I. Pereira and M. Camblor